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Assemblin responsible for safe, sustainable installations at Örebro’s
new landmark
January saw the start of the first phase of Klövern’s Örebro Entré project, the new landmark at the
northern approach to Örebro city centre. Assemblin is responsible for the heating and sanitation,
cooling, energy, ventilation and automation installations on behalf of Peab.
The building, with its 14 floors, will be one of the tallest in Örebro. Most of the space will be occupied by the
new Scandic hotel, which will move in in early 2022 and cover 9 floors. Hotel Scandic Örebro Central, the name
of the new hotel, has a capacity of 160 rooms. The remaining floors will house office space.
“There is a strong focus on safety and sustainability in this project. Among other things, the building will
incorporate dual systems for heating and cooling, as well as recycling of energy from sewage and kitchen
cooling,” explains Martin Hedberg, branch manager at Assemblin VS in Örebro.
The project is being run in collaboration between Assemblin’s branches in Örebro and Västerås. The total value
of the order is around SEK 27 million.
“It’s great that Peab have shown such confidence in us and entrusted us with this assignment. A particular
strength of the project is the close cooperation with our colleagues in automation and heating and sanitation,”
comments Robin Bergström, branch manager for Assemblin Ventilation in Västerås.
The site of Örebro Entré is a former track area, and the current development will provide a welcome boost to
the northern approach to the city. It is already the location of a travel centre, town hall, legal centre, police
station and offices for the Swedish Tax Agency (Skatteverket). Assemblin is also involved in the construction of
Thorén Business School in the same area.
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About Assemblin
Assemblin is a complete installation and service partner with operations in Sweden, Norway and Finland. We design, install and
maintain technical systems for air, water and energy. Our vision is to create smart and sustainable installations that make buildings
work and people feel comfortable. We make this possible through close local collaboration and are supported by a strong organisation.
We have annual sales of SEK 10 billion and about 5,900 dedicated employees at around 100 locations in the Nordic region. Read more
at assemblin.com.
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